


Our company is specialized in design, realization and supply of thermal insulations (heat Our company is specialized in design, realization and supply of thermal insulations (heat 
and cold) and sound insulations for every kind of industry and eachand cold) and sound insulations for every kind of industry and each
component of different industrial and civil areas.component of different industrial and civil areas.
In our building, we manufacture and supply insulation materials.In our building, we manufacture and supply insulation materials.
We use every insulation materials required by Client’s specifications or suggested We use every insulation materials required by Client’s specifications or suggested 
according to our own consolidated experience.according to our own consolidated experience.
The implementation is done by our own high-qualificated and expert equipe.The implementation is done by our own high-qualificated and expert equipe.





THERMAL INSULATIONSTHERMAL INSULATIONS
    - Design, supply and laying of - Design, supply and laying of 
thermal insulations on pipes, thermal insulations on pipes, 
equipment and gas/vapor equipment and gas/vapor 
turbinesturbines
-  Supply and assembly of -  Supply and assembly of 
insulation materials and insulation materials and 
finishes for every necessity and finishes for every necessity and 
destination.destination.
- The reliability of our own staff - The reliability of our own staff 
permit us to use each material permit us to use each material 
available through the market available through the market 
and permit us to propose and permit us to propose 
always avant-garde products.always avant-garde products.











SUPPLIESSUPPLIES
- Supplies of insulation - Supplies of insulation 
materials available through the materials available through the 
market.market.
- Manufacture of artifacts for - Manufacture of artifacts for 
finishes in Aluminum and finishes in Aluminum and 
stainless steel AISI 304-316stainless steel AISI 304-316









ACOUSTIC INSULATIONSACOUSTIC INSULATIONS
- Design and study of the issues - Design and study of the issues 
about noisness into industrial about noisness into industrial 
and civil enviroments,with the and civil enviroments,with the 
realization and laying of realization and laying of 
insulation artifacts (soundproof insulation artifacts (soundproof 
cabins, suspended ceilings, cabins, suspended ceilings, 
ductwork)ductwork)
- Forecast of acustic impact and - Forecast of acustic impact and 
passive acustic requirements of passive acustic requirements of 
enviromentsenviroments
- Phonometric investigations - Phonometric investigations 
into work enviroments inherent into work enviroments inherent 
the last normatives for the the last normatives for the 
security in workplacesecurity in workplace









OUR REFERENCESOUR REFERENCES

Our references are in :Our references are in :

-ChemicalChemical

-Pharmaceutical Pharmaceutical 

-Oil companyOil company

-BuildingsBuildings

-Private companiesPrivate companies



Thank you for watching
info@iticsrl.com
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